Chaotic escape from an open vase-shaped cavity. II. Topological theory.
We present part II of a study of chaotic escape from an open two-dimensional vase-shaped cavity. A surface of section reveals that the chaotic dynamics is controlled by a homoclinic tangle, the union of stable and unstable manifolds attached to a hyperbolic fixed point. Furthermore, the surface of section rectifies escape-time graphs into sequences of escape segments; each sequence is called an epistrophe. Some of the escape segments (and therefore some of the epistrophes) are forced by the topology of the dynamics of the homoclinic tangle. These topologically forced structures can be predicted using the method called homotopic lobe dynamics (HLD). HLD takes a finite length of the unstable manifold and a judiciously altered topology and returns a set of symbolic dynamical equations that encode the folding and stretching of the unstable manifold. We present three applications of this method to three different lengths of the unstable manifold. Using each set of dynamical equations, we compute minimal sets of escape segments associated with the unstable manifold, and minimal sets associated with a burst of trajectories emanating from a point on the vase's boundary. The topological theory predicts most of the early escape segments that are found in numerical computations.